Response to Professor Blight’s *FrederickDouglass and the Two Constitutions: Proslavery and Antislavery*
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In his essay *Frederick Douglass and the Two Constitutions*, Professor David Blight explores the constitutional thought of the nineteenth century’s great human rights advocate, statesman, and orator, Frederick Douglass. How should we understand, he asks, Douglass’s arrival at a natural rights interpretation of the 1787 Constitution? Given that he was born enslaved and came of age as an outlaw, Douglass’s ideas cannot be explained by resort to a conventional narrative about university training, supervised reading of law, or time spent engaging the minds of the nation’s high jurists. Douglass enjoyed none of these routes as he developed his thinking about the Constitution.

To understand Douglass’s ideas, Professor Blight explains, we must look elsewhere. He discovers, remarkably, how even as a young person toiling under the lash on Maryland’s Eastern Shore, Douglass developed natural rights ideas as a counter to the seemingly “absolute” power of slaveholders and their agents who demanded his submission as a matter of body, mind, and law.¹ Long before he commanded the podium or wielded the pen, Douglass was an organic natural rights philosopher whose own confined condition gave birth to liberatory ideas.

Douglass’s education continued in the years after he, in 1838, stole himself from enslavement and joined the slaves’ cause, an abolitionist movement that
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¹ In *State v. Mann*, Thomas Ruffin ruled in favor of a White man charged with committing battery against an enslaved woman. The man shot Lydia from behind as she fled his cruelty, and he remained immune from punishment in Ruffin’s view: “The power of the master must be absolute to render the submission of the slave perfect.” North Carolina v. Mann, 13 N.C. (2 Dev.) 263, 266 (N.C. 1830); see generally Sally Greene, *State v. Mann Exhumed*, 87 N.C. L. REV. 701 (2009).
demanded slavery’s immediate and unqualified end. It was time then for Douglass to contend with how many within that movement, notably its head and Douglass’s mentor William Lloyd Garrison, regarded the Constitution as “the source and parent of all the other atrocities: ‘a covenant with death, and an agreement with Hell.’” In this view, the text was an explicitly proslavery document that could not be recuperated from its ignoble origins.

Douglass never wholly embraced this view of the Constitution. Instead, over and again in the late 1840s and early 1850s, he manifested an openness to an alternative, antislavery view of the text, Professor Blight explains. “The Supreme Court . . . is not the only power in the world,” Douglass declared, “but the Supreme Court of the Almighty is greater.” At no moment more so than on that day in March 1857 when the U.S. Supreme Court released its ruling in Dred Scott v. Sanford did Douglass reach for his resolve that the Constitution necessarily incorporated the laws of nature. Chief Justice Roger Taney, in Douglass’s view, had rebuked Black claims to citizenship and, in doing so, betrayed the “higher law” truths of the Constitution.

In this essay, a closer look at Douglass’s thinking about Dred Scott and the related debates about Black citizenship open an alternative window into Douglass’s constitutional thought. Professor Blight traces how natural rights came to be fused with Douglass’s views of the Constitution through the Scott case. This essay’s broader examination of Douglass’s thinking about the problem of Black citizenship reveals he was a varied, versatile, and pragmatic thinker when it came to matters of constitutional interpretation.

While Douglass was developing his natural rights view of the Constitution in the 1840s and 1850s, he also practiced a forceful textualism, advocating for a plain meaning approach to the text when explaining Black citizenship. When confronted with Justice Taney’s ideas in 1857, Douglass was among those who shot back. But, rather than joining the voices of those within the judiciary who condemned the decision in textualist terms as wrong-headed—and who subsequently declined to enforce it—Douglass moved away from a doctrinal critique and onto a political critique of Dred Scott.

Only a short time later, Douglass was there to witness how Civil War and Reconstruction-era lawmakers undid Dred Scott, with the 1862 Opinion of the Attorney General Bates on Citizenship, the Civil Rights Act of 1866, and the Fourteenth Amendment’s ratification in 1868. For many, Dred Scott was thus
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wholey discredited and relegated to history’s tragic dustbin. Not so for Douglass. When it came to that case’s notorious denigration of Black citizenship, Douglass was no longer a natural rights thinker. Nor was he a textualist. Instead, he condemned Justice Taney’s thinking in political terms.

By the 1890s, amidst the rise of Jim Crow’s violence, disenfranchisement, and segregation, Douglass returned to *Dred Scott*. Not to only resurrect natural rights arguments, nor to simply review textualist interpretations of the Constitution. Instead, for Douglass, *Dred Scott* endured as a lesson in the very limits of constitutional thinking. The case stood for how politics could override doctrine.

Justice Taney’s words re-entered Douglass’s political rhetoric as a shorthand for what he viewed as the low point in American legal culture. His public remarks wove a cautionary tale about how low the nation could sink when it came to the rights of Black Americans. When Douglass invoked *Dred Scott*, it was a plea that the nation not return to the time of Roger Taney and his most infamous decision. It is this legacy—that of *Dred Scott* as a political touchstone—that we live with even today.

* * *

Today, we can still hear pundits invoking *Dred Scott v. Sanford*. Whether from the left during arguments in defense of affirmative action or from the right in condemnation of *Roe v. Wade*, the Court’s notorious ruling that no Black American could be a citizen of the United States still carries a political punch. On all sides, *Dred Scott* is held out as a cautionary tale, an analogy, and as a shorthand for the worst of the Court’s flawed reasoning. The depths of that moment in spring 1857 was a low point, commentators warn, to which we must not return.

Less apparent is the debt which our twenty-first-century political rhetoric owes, when it comes to the invocation of *Dred Scott*, to Frederick Douglass. He was likely the nation’s first-best student of the case and the issue of Black citizenship that sat at its center. Douglass, the textualist, had fueled years of debate to which Justice Taney finally replied in his 1857 decision. Douglass, the political agent, condemned the Court’s holding in expressly natural rights terms. And even after the Reconstruction-era Congress rendered *Dred Scott* unenforceable—making Black Americans unequivocally birthright citizens—Douglass held on to the case as a reminder to all Americans of how debased courts, and the Constitution they were charged with safeguarding, risked becoming.

* * *

The earliest debates about Black citizenship predated Douglass, getting their start in the so-called Colored Conventions of the 1830s. Black advocates argued that the Constitution on its face made them citizens. They recognized that while the text was generally silent about who precisely was regarded as a citizen
of the United States, they also noted that Article II, Section 1 provided that the President, to hold office, must be a “natural born citizen” of the nation. These words, they reasoned, evidenced that such a category—the natural born or what they more often termed the birthright citizen—was contemplated and even presumed by the Framers. Further, they pointed out that the same text drew no color line between those said to be Black and those said to be White, even as it distinguished between the status of free persons, enslaved people, and “Indians.” Free Black persons, they pressed, were thus not unlike the President: by virtue of birth, citizens of the United States.

Douglass was a resident in Baltimore City during the very years that Black men there were crafting this textualist view of their citizenship. Among them was educator, newspaper correspondent, and minister of the Sharp Street African Methodist Episcopal Church William Watkins. Starting in the late 1820s, under the auspices of the Legal Rights Association, Watkins and others tested the birthright theory. They consulted with lawyers, such as one-time U.S. Attorney General William Wirt, and queried whether local ordinances that, for example, imposed curfews upon Black, but not White, city residents were constitutionally permissible. These ideas were alive and generative in Baltimore’s free Black community during the very same critical years that Douglass spent there. Whether he encountered these ideas, we cannot say for certain. But, as Professor Blight suggests, if Douglass met men like Watkins, he surely imbibed their emerging ideas about Black citizenship and a textualist view of the Constitution.

In 1843, the City of Buffalo, in upstate New York, hosted the year’s National Convention of Colored Citizens. The call, issued in May, advised that the convention was necessary “to secure the enjoyment of their inalienable rights.” Douglass sat among the delegates, listening as Samuel H. Davis, chairman pro tempore, delivered the opening address and decried Black laws as
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the manifestation of “unholy and cruel prejudice.” Davis recognized that there were formerly enslaved people among the delegates, and he reminded them how enslavers cynically held fast to the Constitution, with its guarantee of freedom and equal rights for all, with one hand, and drew blood with the other. Even in New England, he insisted, White men used law to impose “flagrant injustices.”

The Constitution had yet another purpose, Davis urged. It guaranteed to Black Americans their “happiness in any part of the country” along with “the elective franchise.” Davis rooted his ideas in a claim to citizenship: “This is our own native land . . . we love our country, we love our fellow citizens—but we love liberty more.” With his remarks later published in pamphlet form, Davis’s ideas became part of a growing creed among Black Americans: they were citizens of the United States by birth.

By the 1850s, Douglass was recognized as an independent and influential thinker on many matters, including how to understand the Constitution. He now promoted the birthright theory. At the 1853 Colored National Convention in Rochester, New York, for example, delegates concertedly reviewed the Constitution as a text. Douglass himself headed a committee that positioned Black citizenship as a bulwark against the twin ills of Black laws and colonization in an address “to the people of the United States.”

Black Americans were “not as aliens nor as exiles” but “American citizens asserting their rights on their own native soil.” They wrote: “[W]e would, first of all, be understood to range ourselves no lower among our fellow-countrysmen than is implied in the high appellation of ‘citizen.’ . . . By birth, we are American citizens; by the principles of the Declaration of Independence, we are American citizens; by the meaning of the United States Constitution, we are American citizens.” Douglass and his companion delegates rested on natural rights and the plain meaning of the text to make their strongest case.

* * *

Justice Taney took his chance to fire back against this textualist interpretation of citizenship and the Constitution in spring 1857. In response to
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the decision in Scott v. Sandford. Professor Blight explains, Douglass “desperately” countered with a claim to natural rights: “The Supreme Court . . . is not the only power in the world,” Douglass urged, “but the Supreme Court of the Almighty is greater.” Justice Taney “could not change the essential nature of things, making evil good, and good evil.”

But was Douglass’s “Dred Scott speech,” as Professor Blight suggests, “a bit like whistling in a graveyard”? That view, of the nearly martyred Black activist crushed by Taney’s Court, may have won Douglass attention and even partisans for the antislavery cause. He made important political hay out of Justice Taney’s extreme, poorly argued, and over-reaching decision. But he was hardly alone when critiquing it. Highly placed textualists—judges in state and federal courts—also scrutinized Taney’s reasoning, distinguished the facts before them from those at issue in Dred Scott, and preserved a toehold for Black Americans as citizens before the Constitution.

The United States Circuit Court for Indiana, for example, held that “a negro of the African race born in the United States . . . is a citizen of the United States . . . and entitled as such to sue in its courts.” In Illinois, Justice John McLean, a dissenter in the decision at the Supreme Court, in the summer of 1857 while sitting on the federal circuit court, limited the scope of Dred Scott in the case of Mitchell v. Lamar. Joseph Mitchell, a free African American from Illinois, brought a suit against Charles Lamar, a White resident of Wisconsin. Lamar had assaulted Mitchell, who sustained significant injuries and thus sought damages. Did the federal court have jurisdiction? McLean thought it did and reasoned that Mitchell, a free Black man not descended from enslaved people, was a citizen in that he was “[a] freeman, who has a permanent domicile in a State, being subject to its laws in acquiring and holding property, in the payment of taxes, and in the distribution of his estate among creditors, or to his heirs on his decease.” No, Mitchell could not vote like White men could. However, “it is not necessary for a man to be an elector in order to enable him
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to sue in a Federal Court,” McLean reasoned. “Such a man is a citizen, so as to enable him to sue, as I think, in the Federal Courts.”

State court judges in Maine and Ohio outright refused to incorporate Dred Scott’s logic into their determinations. In Ohio, one court confronted the question when called on to interpret the phrase “citizen of the United States” in the state constitution. Distinguishing Justice Taney’s opinion as one limited to descendants of enslaved people, the court declined to hold that a free man of mixed racial descent could never be considered a citizen. In Maine, by the request of the legislature, the justices of that state’s high court interpreted a key provision of the state constitution that provided in pertinent part that “[e]very male citizen of the United States, of the age of twenty-one years and upwards . . . shall be an elector.” Could free men of color serve under this provision? Yes. “Our constitution does not discriminate between the different races of people which constitute the inhabitants of our state; . . . the term, ‘citizens of the United States,’ as used in that instrument, applies as well to free colored persons of African descent as to persons descended from [W]hite ancestors.” At least in some non-slaveholding states, courts declined to afford Dred Scott binding weight, even when the terms of U.S. citizenship were at issue.

At least one southern state, Mississippi, was unsure about whether Dred Scott’s reasoning was consistent with state law. First, in the spring of 1858, the high court held that a free African American had standing to sue in pursuit of his claims as an heir, holding: “Negroes born in the United States, and free by the laws of the State in which they reside, are in a different condition from aliens.


27. ME. CONST. art. II, § 1 (repealed).

28. Opinions of the Just., on Question Propounded by the Senate., 44 Me. 505, 508 (1857) (declining to apply Dred Scott when interpreting the phrase “citizen of the United States”); Anderson v. Millikin, 9 Ohio St. 568, 577 (1859) (“The question is not, what the phrase ‘citizen of the United States’ means in the light of the decision in the case of Dred Scott v. Sandford, but what the framers of our [state] constitution intended by the use of that phrase, and what, in the connection in which it is found, and with the light and knowledge possessed when it was used, it was intended to mean.”); see also Opinion of the Just., 41 N.H. 553, 553 (1857) (affirming constitutionality of “[a]n act to secure freedom and the rights of citizenship to persons in this State,” which was passed by the New Hampshire House of Representatives on June 26, 1857). For an example in which a local court declined to follow the reasoning in Dred Scott to bar an African American from suing, see generally Richard F. Nathan, Violence and the Rights of African Americans in Civil War-Era Indiana: The Case of James Hays, 100 IND. MAG. HIST. 215, 215–30 (2004). The court was required to interpret an 1851 amendment to the state’s constitution, changing its requirement for electorship to “[W]hite male citizen of the United States” from “[W]hite male inhabitants.” The latter, originally used in the state’s 1802 constitution, had been widely interpreted to include not only White males but also free men of mixed-race descent whose bloodline was less than half Black. Anderson, 9 Ohio St. at 569–70, 572, 577; Opinions of the Just., 44 Me. at 507; Fehrenbacher, supra note 20, at 688 n.53.
They are natives, and not aliens. Though not citizens . . . they are inhabitants and subjects of the State, owing allegiance to it, and entitled to protection by its laws and those of the United States.”29 However, when confronted with similar facts the following spring, the court did an about-face, embraced Justice Taney’s reasoning, and deemed free Black people “alien strangers, of an inferior class, incapable of comity, with which our government has no commercial, social, or diplomatic intercourse.”30

In Maryland, home to both Douglass and Taney, the high court decided Hughes v. Jackson.31 There, hints surfaced of how Dred Scott might function less as doctrine and more as a cultural-legal perspective that rationalized denying Black citizenship and access to the courts. The attorney for William Hughes, looking to defeat Samuel Jackson’s money claims, suggested that in Maryland, legal remedies for Black residents were out of reach. His argument was not tightly woven, relying neither upon specific citizenship language in the Maryland state constitution nor upon any necessary relationship between state and federal citizenship. Instead, Hughes’s counsel referred summarily to the “opinion of Chief Justice Taney in the Dred Scott case” to support the view that Black people were without standing to sue.32 The court declined to follow Justice Taney’s lead.

Declaring that Black Marylanders enjoyed a broad right to sue and be sued, Chief Justice John Carroll Legrand reasoned by way of history: “From the earliest history of the colony,” he explained, “free negroes have been allowed to sue in our courts and to hold property, both real and personal, and at one time, they having the necessary qualifications, were permitted to exercise the elective franchise.”33 Legrand looked ahead and suggested that “so long as free negroes remain in our midst, a wholesome system induces incentives to thrift and respectability, and none more effective could be suggested than the protection of their earnings.”34 Justice Legrand concluded by affirming the lower court judgment and obliging William Hughes to pay Samuel Jackson the $750 due him.35

Justice Taney’s reasoning, these cases made clear, was not unassailable. Not only did Black Americans manage to access some federal and state courts even after Dred Scott. Judges knowingly, openly even, distinguished subsequent cases from that which had been before the Supreme Court. The Chief Justice
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grew despondent over the resistance to his decision. The ordinarily taciturn Taney wrote to his confidante David Perine to ask: “Have you read the opinion of the court in this case of Scott v. Sanford? I hope you find it all right.”

He went so far as to, in 1858, pen a rebuttal opinion that few read until after his death. Privately, Justice Taney reargued only one facet of the case, that of Black citizenship. He wrote confidentially: “If the question comes before the Court again in my lifetime, it will save the trouble of again investigating and annexing the proofs.” That chance never came.

* * *

A short time later, by the early 1860s, Douglass was drawn into scenes in which constitutional interpretation—both natural rights and textualist approaches—collided with politics. He bore witness to the deliberate undoing of Dred Scott. Even before the Civil War’s end, the tide shifted on Black citizenship. The first sign came in November 1862 when Edward Bates, Abraham Lincoln’s attorney general, was asked to render an opinion about the citizenship of a Black seaman who, if found to be a noncitizen, would be barred from commanding a schooner off the coast of New Jersey.

Bates plainly restated the matter: “Who is a citizen? What constitutes a citizen of the United States?” He scoured court decisions and the “action of the different branches of our political government.” Discovering no clear answer there, Bates penned his own that echoed ideas developed in the Colored Conventions: “every person born in the country is, at the moment of birth, *prima facie* a citizen; and he who would deny it must take upon himself the burden of proving some great disfranchisement strong enough to override the ‘natural born’ right as recognized by the Constitution in terms the most simple and comprehensive, and without any reference to race or color, or any other accidental circumstance.” In the case of the free Black seaman from New Jersey, Bates was unequivocal: he could rightly command the vessel in question as a citizen of the United States.

Douglass wrote admiringly of Bates’s decision, dubbing it a “recent important opinion” crafted by way of “elaborate and exhaustive reasoning” and
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“remarkable on many grounds.”\footnote{Id. at 797.} Here Douglass did not emphasize natural law, though he did see a manifestation of the “great principles of justice and freedom.”\footnote{Id.} He affirmed Bates’s interpretation of the Constitution’s “citizen” in textualist terms, pointing out how Congress had declined to limit citizenship to the nation’s White inhabitants only. But in this moment, Douglass leveled history as the best weapon against the Court’s “extra-judicial decision in that far-famed case of Dred Scott.”\footnote{Id.} The historical record, he explained, established that in the state of Massachusetts, Black Americans had always been citizens, exposing the lie in Justice Taney’s historical account.\footnote{See generally Citizenship of Colored Person, Etc., supra note 43; Citizenship of Colored Americans, \textit{Douglass’ Monthly}, Feb. 1863.}

Bates’s opinion was the subject of a meeting at Brooklyn’s Bridge Street African Methodist Episcopal Church, and Douglass used the pages of his paper, \textit{Douglass’ Monthly}, to share its resolutions widely. There were echoes of long-standing natural rights thinking expressed: “It is presumed that [our government’s] founders intended the Constitution to secure the end of justice, and that presumption must prevail.”\footnote{Citizenship of Colored Person, Etc., supra note 43, at 813.} This blended with textualism: the presumption of justice “cannot be overthrown by facts or arguments drawn from any source other than the words of the document itself.”\footnote{Id.}

Douglass learned anew the power of the Constitution when, as White Southerners got to work on imposing a slavery-like regime on the newly freed people, Congress promulgated the Civil Rights Act of 1866. It opened with a declaration of citizenship as a birthright: “all persons born in the United States and not subject to any foreign power, excluding Indians not taxed, are hereby declared to be citizens of the United States.”\footnote{Civil Rights Act of 1866, supra note 5, § 1.} For Black Americans, now neither race nor color nor “previous condition of slavery or involuntary servitude” disqualified them from claiming new, affirmative rights: “to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, and give evidence, to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property, and to full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property, as is enjoyed by [W]hite citizens.”\footnote{Id.}

A new Fourteenth Amendment put birthright citizenship on more secure footing—insulating it from the changing winds of politics and the shifting minds of subsequent sessions of Congress. It also affirmed the constitutional thinking that Douglass and Black activists broadly had been advocating for since the 1820s. Getting there required that Congress pass the Reconstruction Act of 1867,
which mandated the establishment of new governments in the South. The Act also made Black men eligible to vote and hold office, and required ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment as a condition for Southern states’ readmission into the Union. The lesson here was about how neither an insistence upon a natural law constitution nor a strict textualist read of the document was sufficient to resolve the question of Black citizenship. It took just over two years, until 1868, for the requisite twenty-eight states to approve the amendment’s ratification, in a process that was as much politics as it was jurisprudence. Douglass had been right all along to ground his advocacy in both realms of action.

* * *

By the 1880s, Jim Crow’s violence, disenfranchisement, and segregation led Douglass to return to *Dred Scott* and engage in a new form of constitutional thinking, one that held up the Court’s blunder to shed light on the challenges of a new era. Neither to resurrect natural rights arguments nor to review a textualist interpretation of the Constitution, instead Douglass invoked *Dred Scott* to warn that politics again threatened to override doctrine.

In 1883, following on the heels of the *Civil Rights Cases*, Douglass spoke to a crowd in Washington, D.C., where he wove *Dred Scott* into a historical narrative of injustices: “The cause which has brought us here to-night[, the Civil Rights Cases,] is neither common nor trivial. It has swept over the land like a moral cyclone, leaving moral desolation in its track. We feel it, as we felt the furious attempt, years ago, to force the accursed system of slavery upon the soil of Kansas, the enactment of the Fugitive Slave Bill, the repeal of the Missouri Compromise, the Dred Scott decision.”

Douglass drew upon his thinking as a textualist to explain the depths of the past: “In the dark days of slavery, this Court, on all occasions, gave the greatest import to intention as a guide to interpretation. The object and intention of the law, it was said, must prevail. Everything in favor of slavery and against the negro was settled by this object and intention. . . . When we said in behalf of the negro that the Constitution of the United States was intended to establish justice and to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, we were told that the words said so, but that was obviously not its intention; that it was intended to apply only to [W]hite people, and that the intention must govern.”

At other times, Douglass credited *Dred Scott* with bringing the nation around to the antislavery cause: “It was a sorry day for slavery when . . . .
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cold, merciless, and shocking decision of Chief-Judge Taney in the Dred Scott case [was issued] . . . [a link in the] chain of events that finally roused the loyal nation to the point of resistance to the aggressive spirit of slavery . . . .”54

_Dred Scott_ still haunted Douglass and his audiences in the 1890s, and he took time to defeat its logics over and again, especially as they resurfaced in law, but also in politics and culture. He mocked Taney when telling of an accomplished Black architect: “This [B]lack man . . . a man whom, a few years ago, some of our learned ethnologists would have read out of the human family and whom a certain Chief Justice would have turned out of court as a creature having no right which [W]hite men were bound to respect, was one of the very best draftsmen and designers in the state of New York.”55

Americans, Douglass urged, must ward off any return to the era of _Dred Scott_. The case was a cautionary tale about how low the nation could sink: “Chief Justice Taney truly described the condition of our people when he said in the infamous _Dred Scott_ decision, that they were supposed to have no rights which [W]hite men were bound to respect. White men could shoot, hang, burn, whip and stare them to death with impunity. They were made to feel themselves as outside the pale of all civil and political institutions.”56

Douglass invoked Taney’s thinking to reveal how Americans, especially the agents of Jim Crow’s rise, were working pursuant to the same old threadbare ideas that had once animated _Dred Scott_. His words dripped with sarcasm: “In fact, there has been no end to the problems of some sort or other, involving the negro in difficulty. Can the negro be a citizen? Was the question of the _Dred Scott_ decision. Can the negro be educated? Can the negro be induced to work for himself, without a master? Can the negro be a soldier? Time and events have answered these and all other like questions.”57

Of lynchers, Douglass explained, “A dead negro is with them a common just. They care no more for a negro’s right to live than they care of his right to

54. Frederick Douglass, _The Great Agitation_, 7 COSMOPOLITAN 365 (1889), reprinted in FREDERICK DOUGLASS, 1 THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS PAPERS, SERIES FOUR: JOURNALISM AND OTHER WRITINGS 433, 439–40 (John R. McKivigan ed., 2021). Also, the SUNDAY DEMOCRAT GAZETTE, Mar. 24, 1889, series generally examined the abolitionist movement. Just a few months before, Douglass had been appointed minister plenipotentiary to Haiti. Douglass admired the abolitionist movement, but also explained how the “bad cause [of slavery] destroyed itself.” Douglass, _The Great Agitation_, supra.


liberty, or his rights to the ballot. Chief Justice Taney told the exact truth about these people when he said: ‘They did not consider that the [B]lack man had any rights which the [W]hite men were bound to respect.’ No man of the South ever called in question that statement and they never will.\textsuperscript{58}

Inserting \textit{Dred Scott} into the political debates of the 1890s, Douglass did not fear that the case might be good law or that its express terms would be resurrected by the courts. In this sense, Justice Taney’s ideas indeed lay in history’s dustbin. At the same time, Douglass exploited the consensus that came to enshroud the decision—it had been argued in error, wrongly decided, and demonstrated how far the Court could stray from sound interpretation, be that driven by a natural rights or a textualist approach. Douglass understood, we might say he invented and then promoted, \textit{Dred Scott}’s political meaning. Americans must remember the case not to emulate it, but to avoid the advent of a similarly debased chapter in their history.

* * *

Today, we can credit Frederick Douglass with firmly installing \textit{Dred Scott} into our political parlance. He despised Justice Taney’s decision from the start, but over time saw the value of keeping that case fresh in the minds of Americans, especially when they were on the brink of committing constitutional wrongs that paralleled Justice Taney’s denial of Black American citizenship. The case, it turns out, is today not only a weapon in the rhetoric of pundits and commentators, but also, until very recently, was still a touchstone for the Court itself.

In the 2000 case \textit{Boy Scouts of America v. Dale}, the Court permitted the Scouts to exclude a gay man from its membership despite a state law that required the equal treatment of LGBT Americans.\textsuperscript{59} Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote for the majority while Justice John Paul Stevens was at work drafting a scathing dissent.\textsuperscript{60} Joan Biskupic in a recent CNN analysis explained that Justice Stevens in making his case decried the majority’s analytic flaw in deploying “its habitual way of thinking about homosexuals.”\textsuperscript{61}

In an early draft, Stevens insisted that the Court’s carving out an exception to the First Amendment for gay and lesbian Americans was nothing if not “a constitutionally prescribed pink triangle,” a reference to the Nazi regime’s

\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 475. Douglass had called earlier versions of this speech “The Negro Problem,” turning on its head the view of Black illiteracy or maladjustment to instead blame the problem on brutal, antidemocratic practices among Whites. The problem was a national one, a state of lawlessness in the South. It was a critique of fellow Republicans who were failing to act. See \textit{generally Frederick Douglass, Why Is the Negro Lynched?} (Bridgewater, England, John Whitby and Sons 1893).


\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 644; id. at 663 (Stevens, J., dissenting).

practice of singling out queer detainees by affixing a patch of pink, triangular cloth to their shirts. 62 That was not all. The Court was, Justice Stevens warned, relegating itself to historical irrelevance and worse.

The majority decision in Boy Scouts v. Dale and the “prejudices” reflected therein, Justice Stevens warned, “will fade away completely . . . like Bradwell [v. Illinois] and Dred Scott before it.” 63 All that would be left, he regretted, was the Court’s shame in having promoted the Boy Scouts’ position at all. In the end, his fellow dissenters persuaded Justice Stevens to drop the Dred Scott reference from his text (and at least one, Justice Stephen Breyer, expressed near relief that he did so). 64 Still, these behind-the-scenes exchanges between justices revealed how even in the twenty-first century, Dred Scott carried hefty rhetorical weight, even as it was not credited with an insightful view of the Constitution. Instead, like Frederick Douglass before him, Justice Stevens understood that invoking the case was to level a slur that no school of interpretation could account for.

62. Id.
63. Id. (citing Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. 130 (1872), which upheld excluding a woman from practicing law).
64. Id.